Dear chair Roegner
I am writing you tell you to please pass this bill to limit the governor's Powers we've been under this order that was only
supposed to be two weeks to flatten the Curve and it's been almost a year my kids have not been taking all this well they
miss their friends they miss their grandparents they are so afraid that if you hug Grandma you can kill her they have not
seen they're Grandma TC except through a glass window 4 a year and they miss her also the little boy I watched as I've
been in school since March and it's not supposed to go back till March 22nd but it's only going to be two days a week
this is not what kids need is need to be in school takes me to visit their front kids need to visit Grandma and Grandpa
keeping them isolated is not good for them 3 weeks has turned into almost a year other states are not on math
mandated sweet world and they are doing fine Cleveland at the governor's Powers he is overstepping according to the
Constitution my kids have missed so much because of these ridiculous rules Fiesta people is to decide if we want to wear
a mask or not wear one or not visit Grandma or visit Grandma he is overstepping his powers again according to the
Constitution. We should be making her own decisions about her own health it should not be the government's
responsibilities it should be our own we have so far live in a free country please do your job that you are being paid for
and so it doesn't stop this nonsense and open our date to full back to normal. I have sent you a link that my daughter
has written she has ADHD and high society and being in a new school not being able to sit next to a friend or meet a
friend due to the restrictions she feels like she is in prison at school she has to follow one color line around the school
thank you. Go across the hall to her next class he tells me all the time she feels like she's in prison he also has to carry a
board from each class and put around her desk and still has to wear masks even though she is in the divider that's for 6
feet apart they do not get a mask break they have to wear it all day long the only time to get to take it off is when they
are eating lunch this I think is child abuse especially the day don't get him a spray called a as a parent it breaks my heart
that you have to cover a child's face please do something about this we want you to pass this bill and limit the
governor's mandate and please take it away as many other states have done it thank you Amy's Skelly from Elyria Ohio

